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The study of the dynamic tire forces of a moving
vehicle is a relatively new subject that is receiving in-
creased attention from both automotive engineers and high-
way engineers. This investigation was part of a joint
effort between these two groups. The primary concern of
this investigation was the measurement of the dynamic tire
forces of a large truck as it passed over an instrumented
section of pavement. The results of the investigation
that deal with the pavement are presented in a Purdue
University Ph.D. Thesis, "An Experimental Analysis of Tran-
sient Vehicle Loads and Response of Flexible Pavement", by
John Sanborn. The problems associated with the measurement
of the dynamic tire forces are discussed in this thesis.
Instrumentation was developed to measure independent-
ly the tire inflation pressure of the inner and outer rear
dual tires of a large truck. These measurements were con-
verted to dynamic tire force records by appropriate con-
version techniques.
Because of the large amounts of data that were re-
quired for this investigation, problems and criteria
associated with the processing of discrete data were
investigated.
The experimental calibration of the pressure system
was determined by using transient excitation.
During the calibration tests, additional studies were
conducted concerning the behavior of the vehicle suspension
system. The results indicated that the system response was
amplitude dependent. However, for very small displacements,
the system may be approximated as a linear system.
Typical records of dynamic tire force versus distance
are given for highway tests conducted jointly with the
Stresses and Deflections Sroup of the Civil Engineering
School. These tests also Indicated that the distribution
of force between inner and outer dual tires is strongly
influenced by the transverse road profile.
A comparison was made of the tire forces of the truck
with those of an automobile for the same pavement section.
The dynamic forces of one wheel of the truck were in some
cases as great as the total force of one wheel of an auto-
mobile.
By combining a pavement elevation power spectrum with
the characteristics of the suspension, it was possible to
calculate a predicted dynamic force power spectrum. These
results were then checked by calculating an experimental
force power spectrum for the forces recorded when the
vehicle traversed this section of pavement. The predicted
xi
values were generally higher than the experimental values.
An example Is also given of the use of spectral tech-
niques to determine a system malfunction.
As a consequence of this investigation it was possible
to obtain the dynamic tire force measurements that were of
interest to those who were concerned with pavement behavior.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
;hen a vehicle is parked on a perfectly level and flat
pavement, the only force transmitted to the pavement through
the tires is the weight of the vehicle. If the vehicle
moves at a constant speed over this ideal pavement, each
wheel will transmit the same force as when parked. If the
pavement is not perfectly flat, a condition that usually
exists in any normal road, each of the tires of the moving
vehicle will exert on the pavement the sum of the static
force and a dynamic force that produces the vertical
accelerations of the vehicle. Since the dynamic force may
be positive or negative, the total force will fluctuate
above and below the static load of a tire when the venicle
is parked. A typical total force versus time record is
shown in Figure 1
.
This record can be made by recording the dynamic
forces in a tire and then adding them to the static force.
It is convenient to view this record as a history of the
force exerted on the vehicle by the road. As the vehicle
traverses one small region in the pavement, this region
will experience a total force versus time relationship of
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FIGURE 2 FORCE THAT A SMALL REGION IN THE PAVEMENT
EXPERIENCES AS A VEHICLE TIRE PASSES
and final value of the force will be zero and the maximum
value will usually occur when the tire is directly above
the region under study. This maximum force is related to
the total tire force.
Recently the Stresses and Deflections ^roup of the
Oivll Engineering School undertook an investigation of the
pavement deflections caused by vehicles. One of the ob-
jectives of this investigation was to determine the effect
that the dynamic vehicle forces had on the pavement deflec-
tions at one location.
rhe Vehicle Dynamics Sroup of the l-Iechanical Engineer-
ing School developed and calibrated the instrumentation
necessary to measure the dynamic tire forces of a test
vehicle in the form shown in Figure 1
.
These two groups performed tests jointly on specific
pavement sections. The Vehicle Dynamics Sroup then fur-
nished the Stresses and Deflections Sroup with records of
total force for pavement loadln; information. The results
of tne investigation that dealt with the pavement are pre-
sented in reference (1).
Since the vehicle had been instrumented for taese
tests, it afforded an excellent opportunity to check
experimentally the results of certain procedures used to
predict the dynamic force when the pavement condition
(elevation profile) is known.
The measurement of the dynamic tire forces of a
moving vehicle is a relatively new field of interest.
Various procedures have been applied, with varying degrees
of success, to make tiaese measurements.
The "best method of measuring dynamic tire force would
be to mount force transducers directly on the tire tread,
however, instrumentation is not now available for this pro-
cedure. The procedures that have been used to experi-
mentally determine these forces for a truck may be
classified into three general categories:
1
.
Measurement of the strain in axle housing
2. Measurement of the tire side wall deflection
3. Measurement of the tire Inflation pressure
2
In 1957 i Hopkins and Boswell applied all three of
these procedures simultaneously to a two axle truck with
9.00 x 20 tires to determine the most practical method for
measuring dynamic tire force. The instrumentation was used
with the right rear outer dual tire. The right rear inner
tire was removed for the tests to permit installation of
the equipment. To produce a 4500 lb rear wheel load, con-
crete blocks were used as ballast. Simultaneous recordings
were made of the outputs of each of the three devices as
the truck drove over an electric scale. 13y comparing
2. Superscripts refer to references listed in the Bibliography
these results with the forces measured by the scale, the
authors concluded that the most practical method for
measuring the weight variations involving all wheels of a
vehicle was the tire pressure method. The disadvantage
of the strain gage method was that the inertia of the
vehicle suspension system affected the results. If both
dual tires would have been used, the changing moment arm
would be a problem in finding the total dynamic force of
both tires. Furthermore, it would not be easy to separate
the dynamic force of the inner tire and outer tire.
The measurement of tire sidewall deflection was sub-
ject to errors caused by small imperfections in the tire
sidewall. It would be difficult to construct this type
of equipment for simultaneous measurement of both inner
and outer tire sidewall deflection because of space
limitations between the tires.
The pressure measuring system used by Hopkins and
Boswell employed a - 50 psig pressure transducer mount-
ed on the wheel. Electrical slip rings were used to trans-
fer the pressure transducer output to recording instruments
in the truck. The severe acceleration environment of the
pressure transducer when it was mounted on t'ne wheel may
have caused errors in the results. Also the electrical
resistance of the slip rings changed with wheel rotation
speed. Further, the pressure gage sensitivity was not
adequate for the small pressure changes that occur.
The authors recommended several refinements for the system.
The most important recommendation was to mount a differen-
tial pressure transducer on the side of the truck and use
a rotating pressure slip joint and flexible tubing to carry
the pressure from the tire to the transducer.
In 1962, Fisher and _iuckins'
)
reported the results of
an improved pressure measuring system. These investigators
2
had followed the recommendations of .lopkins and Boswell
and had used a differential pressure transducer mounted on
the side of the truck. A rotating pressure joint and flexi-
ble tubing were used to bring the pressure from the rotating
wheel. This device was used on certain trucks that were
4
operated as part of the AASilO Road Tests . The pressure
measuring system could be used with either a front tire or
one rear dual tire. Calibration of the pressure system
was performed by placing the test tire on an electric
scale and using a mechanical oscillator lashed to the
truck bed to produce a sinusoidal force. In this manner,
the frequency response that related the dynamic force to
the tire inflation pressure was determined for frequencies
up to 10 cps.
5
.ilson in 1964 developed further the pressure
measuring system for an automobile. He developed certain
system design criteria to minimize resonant effects of the
pneumatic system.
Hamilton developed a procedure that could be employed
3
to calibrate a passenger car suspension system together with
a pressure measuring system. Using this technique, the fre-
quency response of the system in question could be deter-
mined from the transient response of the system to an experi-
mental excitation.
7
I'iciemore developed the necessary equipment for the
calibration of large vehicles. With this equipment, it was
possible to apply a tire displacement disturbance to a set
of dual truck tires. The resulting transient force under
the tire and the transient differential tire inflation
pressure supplied the information necessary to determine
the frequency response of the pressure measuring system
that could be used to relate dynamic force to tire
pressure. This equipment was also used to calibrate the
vehicle suspension system to determine the relationship
between vertical tire displacement and tire force.
Hamilton developed digital computer programs for
use in processing calibration data and the conversion of
pressure records to force records. An investigation of
the integration procedures of these programs and other
aspects of data processing was conducted to determine the
errors that are introduced in numerical calculations.
De Vrles developed the necessary techniques re-
quired to calculate power spectra for highway profiles.
Several investigators^' * have worked with the
relationship among elevation power spectra, vehicle
characteristics, and power spectra of experienced tire
forces or center of gravity accelerations. However, the
results obtained by these investigators indicated that
further investigation should be conducted in this area.
In all previous investigations, no provision had been
made for the simultaneous measurement of tire inflation
pressure in the inner and outer tires on a truck rear
axle. Special equipment was designed prior to this in-
vestigation for measuring these two pressures independent-
ly. An independent pressure measuring system was connected
to each tire of a dual set. The pressure transducers were
mounted on the side of the truck and were connected to the
tires by flexible tubing and a special double pressure
joint.
In order to conduct the proposed investigation, it was
decided to make maximum use of the experience and equipment
that had been developed by previous investigators. It v;as
necessary, however, to develop a special double rotating
pressure joint that was necessary to transfer the pressure
disturbances from the rotating tire to the pressure trans-
ducers.
Prior to the investigation, the pressure systems and
the auxiliary equipment were installed in the test vehicle.
The two electrical amplifiers were mounted inside of the
cab of the truck on the passenger side. Hhe instrument
operator sat on a small seat above the amplifiers. An
10
MG set for 110 vac power was mounted on the front of the
truck.
The calibration procedure was improved in order to
apply to large vehicles . A method for finding the static
wheel load for various wheel dispositions was developed.
A procedure of operation for the calibration of large
vehicles by transient excitation was developed since the
available equipment had not been used with a vehicle of
the size used in this investigation.
The numerical accuracy of the data processing tech-
niques was determined. These techniques were extended
and improved.
A test procedure had to be developed for the tests
that were conducted jointly with the Stresses and Deflec-
tions 3roup. This included a method for correlating the
records obtained by each group.
The significant problems associated with this effort
are described in the subsequent chapters.
11
CHAPTER II
FUHDAMEHTAl CONSIDERATIONS 0? DATA PROCESSING
Under certain conditions a time function can be
transformed into the frequency domain by one of several
methods. The methods that transform the time function
directly will result in a frequency domain description in
the form of a complex function of frequency. The magnitude
of this function gives an indication of the extent to which
various frequencies are present in the time function and can
thus be used to indicate the frequency content of the time
function. For example, a periodic wave of infinite extent
in time can be represented in the frequency domain by complex
Fourier coefficients. Each coefficient indicates the extent
that a particular frequency is present in the time record.
An aperiodic time function can be represented in the fre-
quency domain under certain conditions by its Fourier trans-
form. The magnitude of the Fourier transform expresses the
frequency content as a function of frequency. Ihis mag-
nitude is sometimes referred to as the spectral distribu-
tion of the time function.
A direct - Fourier transformation can not be made on a
random function of infinite extent in time. However, when
these functions satisfy certain requirements they can be
represented in the frequency domain by the power spectrum.
The power spectrum shows the distribution of the mean square
12
value of the time function over frequency.
Just as it is possible to describe in the frequency
domain the input and output time function of a linear
dynamic system, it is also possible to describe the dynamic
system in the frequency domain by the frequency response of
the system. The frequency response, also called the trans-
fer function, describes the steady state response of the
system to sinusoidal inputs. The magnitude of this complex
function represents the attenuation or magnification of the
sinusoidal input by the system. The phase angle represents
the phase shift between the output and input sinusoids.
For a system that can be described by linear ordinary
differential equations with constant coefficients, the
response to an arbitrary time function can be found by using
the response characteristics of the system. The time domain
characteristic is the impulse response and the frequency
domain characteristic is the frequency response. Results
obtained by using either characteristic are equivalent.
The time response is obtained directly by convolution
of the input with the impulse response of the system. If
the frequency domain representation of the input is multi-
plied by the frequency response of the system, the frequency
domain description of the time response is obtained.
A frequency response description was chosen to repre-
sent the vehicle suspension system and the pressure
13
measuring system used in this investigation. There are
several reasons for adopting this viewpoint. One reason
is that the integration associated with convolution in the
time domain is more difficult than the multiplication used
in the frequency domain. Another reason is that an experi-
mental frequency response of a vehicle or pressure measuring
system was easier to obtain than the impulse response. A
method of applying a true impulse to a large vehicle was not
available during the time that this investigation was con-
ducted. A third reason is that with a frequency response
description of the system, the effects of amplitude dis-
tortion and phase distortion may be examined independently.
The frequency response of a linear system can be found
in an analytical form if all the parameters of the system
are known. However, when the parameters are not known, as
was the case with the vehicle and pressure measuring system
used in this investigation, the frequency response may be
found experimentally. The obvious way of doing this is to
subject the vehicle to sinusoidal inputs and to compare the
steady state output with the input, however, the venicle
used in this investigation was of such a nature as to re-
quire a very large and expensive device to produce sinus-
oidal inputs. Consequently, the experimental frequency
response could not be obtained in this manner.
As has been indicated, the frequency characteristics
of a system can be used to determine the response of the
•'4
system to an arbitrary input. Conversely, the response of
the system to an arbitrary input can be used to determine
the frequency characteristics. The use of this method does
not require a detailed prior knowledge of the system. The
determination of the frequency response characteristics of
a vehicle suspension system will be referred to as the F/a
calibration. For this frequency response, the vertical tire
displacement i is considered the input and the change in
force on the pavement is considered as the output. Ihe
determination of the frequency response characteristic of the
pressure measuring system will be referred to as F/P cali-
bration, formally, the change in force would be considered
as the input and the pressure change as the output, but
since the pressure system is employed to indicate force,
the inverse relationship is more convenient for this investi-
gation. Thus pressure will be considered as input and force
as output.
The systems used in this investigation were calibrated
by subjecting them to a transient input x(t). The input and
output y(t) were recorded on an oscillograph record. A
Fourier transformation was made on y(t) and divided by a
Pourier transformation that was made on x(t). This then was











f: frequency (cycles per second)
t: time (seconds)
An analytical expression was, of course, not known for y(t).
llor was an analytical expression known for x(t).
Numerous problems v.rere encountered when Equation 1 was
applied to the transient records of the experimental tests
of the vehicle and pressure systems used in this investiga-
tion. Several criteria had to be established in order to
minimize inherent data processing errors. To best illus-
trate the need for these criteria, the response of a known
linear second order system to a unit step input will be
used, rt-ltaough this system will not exactly represent the
vehicle suspension system or the pressure measuring systems,
it has some general properties that are common to both
types of systems. A step input was chosen as a representa-
tive input since the displacement input produced by the
testing device closely approximates this input. The
differential equation that describes the system and the unit:
step response are shown in ?igure 3. The analytical solution
of the time response is easily found a the analytical ex-
pression for the frequency response. The Lnput and output
can then be subjected to the same data processing procedures
that were used for the actual system calibrations and the
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y(0) = 0; dy(0) =0; x(t) = UNIT STEP FUNCTION
dt
y(t) = .75(1-e" 10t (cos17.3t+.577sin17.3t))
FIGURE 3 RESPONSE OF A SECOND ORDER SYSTEM TO A STEP
INPUT
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:hy the criteria were chosen.




dt + f .75e-3
2fTft
dt
Y(f) = °J tJ_ (2)
fV^^dt + f°° e-J2fltftdt
I : lime at which response has reached steady s>:ate
position.
Phe second integral:-; of the numerator and denominator
of Equation 2 are meaningless in the form shovrn. An arti-
fice that is used to overcome this difficulty is to multiply
_a( t-T
)
the integrands by the function e ox , integrate the pro-
1 3, 1
A
duct, and then pass /3 to a limit of zero in that order.
Following this procedure ;:iveo
Py(t)e-J 2nft dt + Lim f .75e-*(
t-T >e-32irftdt
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1(f) = —
0.
This method was employed to determine the integrals of
Equation 1 ./hen the input and response did not return to
the initial value as was the case for both the P/P and F/X
calibration tests.
The mathematical details which show that the original
time functions are recovered when the Fourier integrals are
obtained from these Pourier transforms are given in refer-
ences (13) (14).
Por the representative system described by the differ-
ential equation in Figure 3, the analytical expression for
the frequency response may be written at once by substitut-
ing j2TI£ for d/dt in this differential equation. The result
is
19
lit) = 12| (6)
1 - .0986f^ +j.3l4f
,"hen evaluated by the method under consideration, the
Fourier transforms X(f ) and Y. (f ) of the unit step input
and reSDonse of the system of Figure 3 are
X(f) = _J (7)
j6.28f
Y (f) = ($)
1
6.23f( j(1-.0936f2 )-.31^f)





which is identical to Equation 6.
Although this method of calculating the Fourier trans-
form is .justified mathematically in reference (13) and (14),
and the resulting Fourier transforms produced the correct
frequency response for tne system of Figure 3, a physical
explanation of the situation will be given to aid in the
understanding of the validity of this procedure when find-
ing a frequency response. A physical explanation can be
given when the problem is considered in a different manner.
This explanation holds in particular for tne system shown
in Figure 3, and in general for many systems.
This problem would not have occurred if the aperiodic
function would have returned to zero. If at some time I
after the system had reacned a practical steady state, the




, (t? I) (10)
/3 : real constant greater than zero
tne system output would also approach zero displacement.
For the system of Figure 3, the exact analytical expression
21















This expression is sho"..'n in Figure 4 for various values o£&.
Notice that for small values of 6 , y(t) nay be expressed
approximately by the term
y(t) 2 .75e -fl(t-T) (12)
This is because there is not an abrupt change of the input
displacement as at time t = and a relatively small dis-
continuity in the velocity of the input. Consequently, the
system transients decay quickly and the output approaches
the steady state decaying- condition.
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/ e d dt + J e °
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The smaller 3 is taken the more nearly the equality of
12 will hold and hence those of 13- and 14. /Scan be taken
as small as needed in 14 for all f of practical interest
-a( t-I
)
except f = 0. Thus instead of considering e as an
mathematical artifice, it may be viewed as an experiment
that could be performed but was not. In other words, all
the information about the dynamics of the system is contain-
ed in the first T seconds. No additional information is
obtained after T, except possibly a constant gain.
Although a completely known second order system was
used to demonstrate this point, similar reasonin - may be
applied to unknown systems that have a constant steady
state step response.
24
ihen an unkno.m physical system is experimentally sub-
jected to transient excitation, the analytical expression for
the output is unioiown. The input is some times known, but
generally it is any available disturbance that has proper
frequency content. During the test the input and output are
recorded on an oscillograph record. The values of these traces
at uniformly spaced increments of the time scale are tabulated
at a later time. Jhe tabulation of output describes y(t)
in Equation 1 and the input tabulation is x(t). ro evaluate
the integrals of Equation 1 , a numerical integration is per-
formed on these tabulations. For illustration, a frequency
response xas made usinj the tabulations of the step input
and the step response of the example linear second order
system of Figure 3 following the same procedures as were
used in the actual data processing of the records of input
and output for the vehicle suspension and pressure systems
used in the investigation. The magnitude of this frequency
response and the magnitude of the analytical expression for
tne frequency response are illustrated in Figure 5. ^ne
difference betxeen the curves illustrates the inaccuracies
that result from this method of data processing. -'he data
used for y(t) xas sampled at .005 second intervals and con-
tained 5 significant figures. The errors of the frequency
response are primarily due to the :'ourier transform of the
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FIGURE 6 MAGNITUDES OF THE FOURIER TRANSFORMS FOR
THE INPUT AND OUTPUT OF A SECOKD ORDER SYSTEM
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the analytical transform as is shown in Figure 6. The
scale of figure 5 was chosen to accentuate the errors that
do occur. The representation is good to 30 cps. There are
many possible causes for the errors above 30 cps and these
will be discussed. Criteria will be obtained that will
minimize these errors.
One of the first problems that must be recognized when
working with sampled data is aliasing. 1 5 if a function
z(t) is sampled at uniformly spaced time intervals of
width At, then the maximum frequency f that can possibly
be detected from the sample is
f =r^r (15)
m 2At
This frequency will be referred to as the Nyquist frequency.
,liat happens to frequencies in the original record that are
hi -her than f ? The answer is that they are confused with° m
frequencies between and f . This confusion, called alias-
ing, is illustrated in Figure 7. hen a Fourier transform
is made on the data, part of the frequency content of the
high frequencies appears in the lower frequencies.
The data used to numerically calculate the Fourier
transforms for Figure 5 had a Nyquist frequency well above
any expected appreciable frequency content. To better
illustrate the effect of aliasing on a Fourier transform,

























BOTH FUNCTIONS TAKE THE SAME VALUE AT t=0,1,2,3,
WHEN DATA IS SAMPLED AT t=0,1,2,3 THERE IS NO iAY TO
DISTINGUISH BETWEEN THE T .-TO WAVES
THE NYQUIST FREQUENCY IS THE HIGHEST FREQUENCY THAT MAY BE
RECOGNIZED IN A RECORD. THERE ARE TWO SAMPLES PER CYCLE.
FIGURE 7 ILLUSTRATION OF ALIASING
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response function of the system of Figure 3 during the time
from to I. The data was then sampled at a rate that
placed the Uyqulst frequency at 100 cps which was below
the high frequency sinusoid. Figure 8 shows the magnitude
of the Fourier transform that was numerically calculated
from this data. Also shown in Figure 3 is the plot of the
ma-nitude of the analytical Fourier transform of the sum of
the step response and the high frequency finite length
sinusoid.
The numerically determined transform in Figure .
exhibits two definite peaks that are not present in the
transform obtained from data that did not contain the 120 cps
sine wave. These peaks are caused by aliasing of the high
frequency with frequencies between and 100 cps.
3ecause there is only one finite length high frequency
discrete sine wave present in the data, it is possible to
qualitatively explain the peaks at 20 and oO cps. /hen a
120, 30, or 20 cps sine wave is sampled at .005 second inter-
vals starting at zero, the magnitude of all waves at each
interval will be equal. The polarity of the 30 cps wave
will always be opposite to the polarity of the 120 cps sine
wave. This fact can be shown to account for the peak at
30 cps. The polarity of the 20 cps wave will be the same
as the 120 cps wave at even time increments and opposite at
odd time increments. This property and the Simpson inte-




























DATA SPACING = .005 SEC










VALUES FOR DATA WITHOUT









FIGURE 8 NUMERICALLY DETERMINED FOURIER TRANSFORM .-HERE
ALIASING HAS 0CCURED
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The criterion that nay be stated from these results is
that the sample spacing must be small enough to cause the
Nyquist frequency to fall at a higher frequency than any
appreciable true frequency content of the time record.
A second problem encountered in the evaluation of
Equation 1 is the error produced by the numerical integra-
tion procedure. Simpson's rule integration procedure was
used to integrate the product f(t)e~^ ~ . This procedure
will give exact results when a polynomial of degree not
greater than three is integrated. 1 ° "hen the function to be
,j2tTft
integrated is only the sinusoid e , the error per step
of integration can be expressed as a function of frequency.' 3
The error per step of integration for Simpson's rule and the
trapezoidal rule are shown as a function of frequency in
Figure 9. goto that at high frequencies, the Simpson's
procedure magnifies the result and the trapezoidal procedure
attenuates the result.
It is not possible to apply the results shown in
Figure 9 directly to the evaluation of the integrals of
Jquation 1 because the product f(t)e is to be inte-
grated. However, Figure 9 does give an indication that
Simpson's rule can not possibly give accurate results, even
if f(t) were a constant, for sample rates below 5 samples
per cycle. This is confirmed in Tigure 5 and Figure 6 by
the divergence of the numerically determined values from
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FIGURE 9 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION ERROR PER STEP AS A
FUNCTION OP FREQUENCY
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input does not exhibit this distortion because only 3 data
values ".rere used to determine it. rhe primary information
for the step comes from the l/j2tYf term which results from
the step not returning to zero. This is to be contrasted
with the Courier transform of the output which was calculated
using 200 data values.
The criterion developed to minimise the error due to
oiiapson's rule distortion is to use only that part of the






Filon's method^' ^ is an alternative numerical inte-
gration procedure. Although not used extensively for the
calculation of Equation 1 in this Investigation, the
results obtained by using this procedure will be discussed
as they are an improvement on Simpson's rule. The method
is an extension of Simpson's rule for the special case of
evaluating integrals associated with Fourier transforms








The method will give exact results if f(t) is of the form
f(t) = A + B(t - t ) + 0(t - t
o )
2
where A, 3,0, and t are constants.
Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the results of the Filon
procedure compared with the analytical values, rhe tabulated
input and output data was the same data as was used to cal-
culate the results in Figures 5 and 5. Figure 10 shows a
major improvement over the frequency response obtained by
Simpson's rule integration in Figure 5. Also the oscilla-
tions between 30 and 40 cps have disappeared. Extreme dis-
tortion only occurs near the Nyquist frequency.
19
Dreiflce investigated the data processing errors in-
curred when finding a system frequency response from tran-
sient data. Ze used a numerical integration procedure to
evaluate the integrals of Equation 1 . fliile not as accurate
as the Filon method, this procedure may be better than






















DATA SPACING = .005 SEC NYQUIST FREQUENCY = 100 CYC/SEC




















NUMERICALLY DETERMINED VALUEo OP rHB INPUT




DATA SPACING = .005 SEC NYQUIST FREQUENCY = 100 CYC/SEC
FIGURE 11 COMPARISON OF INPUT AND OUTPUT FOURIER
TRANSFORMS OF A SECOND ORDER SYSTEM
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T, = smallest characteristic time ox interest in
the system
e = estimated ordinate reading error in the tj le
domain
U)
... = maximum angular frequency to be used
F(ju>) = either input or output Courier transform
Ihe first criterion suggests that the maxi -able
frequency is one-half the iJyquist frequency.
The second criterion is pertinent to this investiga-
tion and will be considered in detail. Ihe application of
this criterion can be shown in the folio sxample. rhe
data that <*as used to obtain the results for Figure 5 and 6
was rounded off by various amounts a 'ocessed by use
of Simpson's rule. Fi ;ures 12 and 13 Illustrate the fre-
quency responses and oi>tput Fourier transforms obtained from
this data.





























DATA SPACING = .005 SEC NYQUIST FREQUENCY = 100 CYC/SEC































DATA SPACING = .005 SEC NYQUI3T FREQUENCY = 100 CYC/SEC
FIGURE 13 FOURIER TRANSFORMS OF THE STEP RESPONSE
(OUTPUT) OF A SECOND ORDER STSTBM FOR
VARYING DEGREES OF DATA ACCURACY
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values (0.0, 1.0, 1.0), the scatter of points of the fre-
quency response is due entirely to the scattering of ;
output Fourier transform. If the second criterion vrere
applied to the three transforms in Figure 1 ;< with e being
taken as the round off error in the last significant figure
of the data, the resulting three frequency responses would
be expected to be accurate in the following ranges:
From data of one significant figure accuracy - .5 cps
Prom data of o.ro significant figure accuracy 0-3 cos
Prom data of eight significant figure accuracy entire
range
.
rhe analytical frequency response function for this system
is given in Figure 5. Comparison of the various results
shown in Figure 12 with Figure 5 indicates that the cri-
terion holds for the results obtained from data of one
significant figure accuracy, conservative results for the
data of two significant figure accuracy, and is not correct
for the results obtained from data of ei'jht significant
figure accuracy. The reason that the criterion fails in
the last case is that Simpson's rule integration distortion
overshadows the effects of data inaccuracy.
The length of transient data read and tabulated must
be considered as an additional source of error in evaluating
the Fourier transform. Total information can be obtained
41
only if the transient record is read to the point in time
where the trace has reached a steady state value. But if
the sampling interval is to be made as small as possible,
it nay rot be economical to read the record this far.
Figures 14 and 15 show the results when the data of the
second order system shown in Figure 3 is truncated at 1.0
and .75 second. The transient had practically died out at
1.0 second but it was still present at .75 second. It
appears as if no large errors will result if the recor
are read only to 75 per cent of the length of time until
the transient has practically decayed.
Thus far the phase angle of trie Fourier transforms and
frequency responses have not been discussed. In power spec-
trum work phase angle information is not needed. However,
for deterministic calculations, the phase angle of the fre-
quency response as a function of frequency is required.
Figure 16 illustrates the phase angle of the Fourier trans-
form of the second order syste.a step response illustrated
in Figure 5. Above 20 c^s the phase angle that result,
from Simpson's rule analysis exhibits a large oscillation.
A .ain Filon's method shows much better results than Jimp-
son's rule. Up to 20 cps the results from Simpson's rule
fall on the analytical results. The Filon's results fall



















DATA TRUNCATED AT ONE SECOND





DATA SPACING = .005 SEC NYQUIST FREQUENCY = 100 CPS























DATA rRUNCATED AT 1 .0 SECOND





DATA SPACING = .005 SJJ NYQUI3T FREQUENCY = 100 CYC/SEC
FIGURE 15 MAGNITUDE OP FOURIER TRANSFORMS NUMERICALLY
































DATA SPACING = .005 SEC NYQUIST FREQUENCY = 100 CYC/SEC
FIGURE 16 PHASE ANGLE FOR THE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF THE





The vehicle used for this investigation was a single
rear axle dump truck. The front tires and the dual rear
tires were size 11.00/20-12 ply nominally inflated to 75 psi
Gravel was used as ballast to obtain a total static load on
the rear axle of 18000 lbs and a gross vehicle weight of
26000 lbs.
In order to determine the dynamic tire forces exerted
on the pavement by each tire of either set of dual tires,
the dynamic air pressure in these tires was measured.
To overcome the difficulties listed in Chapter I, the
pressure transducers were mounted on the side of the truck
and were connected to the tires by flexible tubes and a
rotating joint. The pressure measuring systems used for
this investigation were specially designed and built since
there were none available commercially. Part of this in-
vestigation dealt with the forces on the left side of the
truck and part dealt with the forces on the right side of
the truck. Thus the pressure measuring systems were de-
signed for interchangeable use on either the left or right
46
set of rear duals.
The principal design objective of the pressure measur-
ing systems was to have the first natural frequency of the
pneumatic components as high as possible. To meet this
objective, a design procedure similar to that developed by
tfilson-> was used.
In order to measure the tire pressure of the inner and
outer dual independently, it was necessary to bring tne two
pressures through a rotating joint without cross-leakage.
There were no commercially available rotating joints that
could meet this requirement. This necessitated a rotating




Continuous operation at 600 rpm
2. Continuous operation at 100 psl
3. Maintain a 60 psi pressure differential between
channels
4. Produce negligible wheel unbalance
5. Produce no mecnanical resonances that would excite
the pressure system
6. 3asily adapted to either left or right side*
operation
7. Produce no safety hazards
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The pressure measuring system for one tire is shown in
Figure 17. Valves 1 and 2 are open prior to testing as the
system comes to an equilibrium temperature and pressure.
During a test, valve 1 is closed and the pressure transducer
then indicates the difference in pressure between the refer-
ence tank pressure and the pressure at the transducer which
is related to the actual tire pressure.
The equalization restriction was provided to pass any
slowly varying pressure components that would be caused by
the heating and cooling of the tire. Ho minimize the reso-
nant peaks of the pneumatic system, two damping restrictions
were provided in each pressure system. The relief valve was
included for over-pressure protection of the transducer.
In the event that the differential pressure across the
transducer would become excessive, the relief valve would
rupture and reduce the differential pressure to zero.
In order to relate the recorded differential pressure
P to the tire force P, the system was experimentally cali-
brated. The results of this type of calibration will be
referred to as ?/?.
To predict the dynamic tire force F beneath a set of-
dual tires from highway elevation measurements, it is
necessary to know the dynamic relationship between the dis-
placement L of the tread of the tires and the dynamic tire
force ? under each of these tires. It was thus necessary
to calibrate the truck itself to determine the relationship
48
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between tire displacement and tire force. This type of
calibration relationship will be referred to as F/X.
Both the ?/P and F/X relationships were found from
recorded transient data of tests performed on the truck
,i : . a drop beam calibrator. This calibrator is illustrated
in Figure 13. 3onstruction details of this device are
.^iven in reference (7). The drop beam calibrator will pro-
duce a substantially vertical tire displacement input that
approximates a step function. This input is applied simul-
taneously to both tires of the dual set. The test procedure
was as follows: ilth the truck in position on. the drop
beam, the beam was raised to a preselected height. The
release device was operated and the beam dropped to the
down position. This transient displacement input resulted
in a tire force transient and a tire pressure transient.
For an F/X calibration test, tire force and displacement
v.'ere measured simultaneously. The F/P calibration test
required simultaneous measurement of tire force and tire
pressure
.
The dynamic tire force was measured with two load cells,
one under each tire of the dual set. The placement of these
load cells is shown in Figure 1 3. Each load cell had a
7000' pound capacity and a sensitivity of approximately
0.2 mm per pound at maximum amplifier sensitivity. Full















The displacement of the drop beam at the tires was the
input tire displacement. This displacement was indicated
during the transient testing with a potentiometer arrange-
ment. Since the largest tire displacement was of trie order
of 5/ 3 inc.i, txie motion of the beam beneath the tires was
susstantially vertical since the distance from the beam
pivot to the load cells was 36 inches. Fox all the cali-
bration tests, all of trie truck wheels were at the same
level when the beam was down.
rhe sets of tire displacement-tire force and tire
pressure-tire force records were read, tabulated and pro-
cessed by usin^ equation 1 to obtain the p/X and p/P fre-
quency responses.
I ie initial portions of the three sets of force and
pressure records are shown in Figure 19. These are records
for the F/P calibration test of the ri ;ht rear inner dual
tire pressure measuring system. Tares different drop
heights were used in order to determine the dependence of
the pressure response upon the magnitude of the input.
By using the complete transient records, the P/P fre-
quency response curves shown in Pi ;ure 20 were obtained.
Simpson's rule was used for the numerical integration.
Note that, for the data spacing used in reading the records,
f- (the maximum recommended frequency to use the results
from this integration procedure) is 62.5 cps. Duplicate
results were obtained when Pllon's procedure was employed
52

































































































.671 INCH DROP HEIGHT
.291 INCH DROP HEIGHT
.036 INCH DROP HEIGHT
h








DATA SPACING = .003205 SEC




FIGURE 20 MAGNITUDE OF FREQUENCY RESPONSES FOR THE
F/P CALIBRATION TESTS OF THE RIGHT REAR
INNER DUAL
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for the numerical integration. Evidently the numerical
integration procedure was not the reason for the erratic
results illustrated. Aliasing may be also ruled out since
the record traces were recorded on an oscillograph that had
an 50 cps bandwidth.
Figures 21 and 22 illustrate the apparent reason for
the questionable results indicated in Figure 20. These
figures show the magnitudes of the Fourier transforms of
the transient force and pressure records. The transforms
are used as the numerators and denominators of Equation 1
to determine the frequency response curves shown in Figure
1 "5
20. The Se error criterion suggested by Oriefke is in-
dicated for each transform. This criterion is in some
respects analogous to a signal-to-noise ratio criterion
where the signal would correspond to the transform and the
noise would correspond to the data reading error. It is
apparent in Figure 21 and 22 that for both the force and
the pressure transforms there is only a small portion of
the Fourier transforms that fall above the 3e line. Hence
only in a small region of frequency will the criterion be
satisfied, i.e. the signal-to-noise ratio is in general too
small.
The frequency scale i»as magnified to clearly depict
the low frequency region from to 3 cps in Figures 23, 24,
and 25. These figures illustrate the magnitude of the



















.671 INCH DROP HEIGHT
.291 INCH DROP HEIGHT












e(.086) = ±2 ' 3 LBS
e(.291) = ±5.6 LBS








FIGURE 21 FOURIER TRANSFORMS OF FORCE RECORDS FOR F/P
CALIBRATION OF RIGHT REAR INNER DUAL
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.671 INCH DROP HEIGHT
.291 INCH DROP HEIGHT
.'086 INCH DROP HEIGHT
FREQUENCY ( CYC/3EC
)








= +.000297 PS I 3e(.o86) = .00233
eC29l) = +.000594 P3I 8e(.29i; = • oo476
eC67l) = +.001435 PS I 3e(.671) = « 01 1 a3
FIGURE 22 FOURIER TRANSFORMS OF PRESSURE RECORDS FOR










FIGURE 23 P/P'TEST RESULTS PROM A .671





FIGURE 24 F/p TEST RESULTS FROM A .291 INCH DrtOP TEST
OF THE RIGHT REAR INNER DUAL
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for each drop height. The regions of the frequency response
curve where either the input oe output transform falls below
the 8e criterion are not as smooth as when this criterion is
satisfied'.
This condition could not be detected until after the
records had been processed. It is a direct result of inade-
quate recording equipment since the pressure transducers,
force cells, and amplifiers were not operated at their
maximum sensitivity. If the signal could be recorded on a
device that would reduce the reading error, a larger portion
of the transforms would meet the 8e error criterion, provided
of course, that their magnitudes are roughly correct in the
present form.
The F/P frequency response curves thus obtained may not
be accurate for frequencies greater than 6 cps. dowever,
this does not pose as great a problem as may appear. The
regions in which the transforms had adequate magnitude are
precisely the regions that correspond to the resonant fre-
quencies of tne truck motion. The frequency content near
these frequencies will be shown to be predominant in the
test records when the truck was operated on the highway.
Thus a j;ood estimate is available for the predominant fre-
quencies of the records.
Two procedures that may be used to convert the pressure
records to force records will be discussed. One is to
choose a constant value of P/P. The value of P/P In the
61
regions that satisfy the 3e error criterion would be used.
In these regions the frequency response result for each drop
height is approximately constant. There is approximately a
10 percent variation among the curves for the three drop
heights in these regions which could be caused by the non-
linearities in the system. For the right rear inner tire
pressure measuring system an average value for p/p would be
9200 lbs/psi. However, it must be recognized that the pres-
sure measuring system will not measure a constant pressure
change because of the equilizatlon bypass, lest results
indicate that frequencies below 0.1 cps will not be measured
accurately.
The second procedure that may be used when converting
the pressure records to force records is to use a weighted
average of the frequency response curves obtained from the
three drop heights. This procedure will tend to smooth the
irregular experimental results that are caused by the data
processing. The averaged results of the left rear inner
and left rear outer pressure measuring systems are given in
Figures 26 and 27. To show the similarity of tnese pressure
measuring systems to a pure time lead system, the phase angle
for such a system with a .005 second lead is illustrated.
is magnitude of the lead system frequency response would be
a constant. This time lead corresponds to the average time
it -would talce for a pressure pulse to travel from the pres-



































FIGURE 26 AVERAGED F/P FREQUENCY RESPONSE FOR THE
























FIGURE 27 AVERAGED F/P FREQUENCY RESPONSE FOR THE
LEFT REAR OUTER DUAL
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average distance of approximately 6 feet. This distance is
not constant since, as the tire rotates, the distance from
the valve stem to the tire-pavement contact point varies.
Unlike the pressure measuring systems, "here resonances
could be minimized by proper design, the vehicle suspension
system was to be used without any modifications. Ihe fre-
quency response relationship between the force and the tire
displacement P/X will then be expected to exhibit resonances
that correspond to certain moles of vehicle vibration.
Initial portions of three transient test records of
force and displacement are shown in Figure 23. rhese
records are for displacement of both right rear dual tire
and the force under the inner rijht rear dual. rhree tests
at different drop hei ;hts were made in order to determine
how the magnitude of the input affects the type of response.
rhea the entire lengths of the transient records are pro-
cessed and substituted into Equation 1 , the results in
.
'_ jure 29 and 30 are obtained. Tie force transforms of the
inner tire force records are almost identical to those
illustrated in Figure 21. The input displacement trans-
forms are shown in Figure 31 • For comparison, Fourier
transforms of pure steps are also shown in Figure 31 . The
differences between each set of curves in Figure 31 apparent-
ly are not the result of lata processing errors, but the fact
that the inputs are not perfect steps as can be seen from
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DATA SPACING = .005205 S
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FIGURE 29 MAGNITUDE OP E 3NCT t -
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DATA SPACING = .003205 ^30




FIGURE 30 MAGNITUDE OP FREQUENCY RE3P0::
.

















EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR IKE
DROP HEIGHT H
















FIGURE 31 DISPLACEMENT FOURIER TRANSFORMS FOR F/X
CALI3RAII0K OF RIGHT REAR DUA
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The low frequency portion of the .036 inch drop F/X
frequency response and the transforms of the input and out-
put are illustrated in Figure 22. . le transform of the in-
put does fall below the 8e line at about 4 ops but it do33
not exhibit the usual erratic behavior associated with a
small transform magnitude compared to the reading error.
The magnitude of the force transform would, appear to be a
more logical choice to which to apply the 3e criterion
since it does exhibit this behavior when the magnitude is
small, however, the deficiency of the frequency content is
not the reason for the deviation among the P/X frequency
response curves at the lower frequencies. L'ne lew fre-
quency results of all three F/X frequency response curves
are ;iven in Figure ;'.. ilow about 3 cps the curves give
relatively consis . . results .rale they deviate to some
igree above this frequency. -ecially note t it 1
resonance at 5.6 cps ioes rot reach the same magnitude for
each drop height. rhis also is evident for t eak at
4.4 cps. rhese peaks correspond to portions of the force
• ansforms of sufficient magnitude to satisfy the 3e error
criterion. Ihe apparent reason that these curves deviate
can be found by inspection of Figure 28. Note that ail of
the input displacement records are similar in shape but of
differen tiitude and hence all of the Fourier tra^sfo


































FIGURE 32 P/X '^3T RESULTS PROM A .036 I2JCH
DR0.
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FIGURE 33 L0,V FREQUENCY F/X FREQUENCY RESPONSE FOR
RIGHT REAR INNER DUAL
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but of different magnitude. The results in Figure 31 concur
With this expectation. For a linear vehicle suspension sys-
tem, all of the force records would be expected to be of
similar snape but different magnitudes. This would also be
expected of all the Fourier transforms of the force output.
Note, however, that all of the force records in Figure 28
are not similar in shape near time zero. For the .671 inch
drop there are several distinct cycles of a 1 5 cps decaying
sinusoid, in the .309 inch drop record there is one cycle of
this transient, and in bhe .036 incn drop record the tran-
sient did not occur. Dhi.s type of result would be expected
in certain types of nonlinear systems. Ehis effect is more
clearly indicated in the force transforms of Figure 21
::he^-e at 15 cps there is a high relative magnitude of the
transform for the .571 inch results and a low relative mag-
nitude of the transform for the .Ojo inch results.
Phe most probable cause for obtaining this type of
force response is Ooulomb friction in the leaf springs of
tire suspension system. Figures 3^ and 35 illustrate a
possible seven degree of freedom model of the truer: for
motions of Z, e
1
, ©g, Zf>, ©F» 2^, and 9R . The Coulomb
dampers are indicated by 3^ , B2 , 3-,, and 34. For large dis-
placement inputs, the dynamic forces are large enough to
overcome these damping forces and to permit the rear axle
to vibrate between the sprung mass and ground. This mode
73
























KT1 , KI2 , XJ30' KT3I> Kr4l KT40 " TIaS 3PHIN3 CONSTANTS
ol » c2> c30, c31, o41, g40 - tirs damping coefficients
(lbs/im/sbo)
Mp, Ma, Mqq - MASS OP FRONT AND REAR AXLES AND BODY
(LS-3SC2/IN)
Ip, I R , Iy , I-r - MASS MOMENTS OP INERTIA
(L3-3EC 2-IN)
KS1> K32> K33> KS4 " SUSPENSION SPRING CONSTANTS
( LBS/IN
)
B ]t B 2 , 33, 34 - SUSPENSION COULOMB DAMPING
(LBS)
Xj, X2 , X30, X 5I , X4j, A4Q - TIRE DISPLACEMENTS
(IN)
FIGURE 35 DEFINITION OF TERMS USED FOR SEVEN DEGREE OF
F3.22D0K M0D2L OF TEST VEHICLE
is sometimes referred to as "axle hop" or "wheel hop." For
small displacements the dynamic forces are not large enough
to permit this mode of oscillation. It is not possible to
state whether or not there ;.Tas a relative displacement be-
tv,7een the axle and the sprung mass for the smallest drop
height by observing the force records directly. It is con-
ceivable that the rear axle motion could be in phase with
the motion of the sprung mass. This mode can not be recog-
nized in the force records as readily as the wheel hop mode.
Although there are several other elements of the suspension
system that are nonlinear to a degree, the Coulomb friction
in the leaf springs is considered as the most important.
i\
T o tests were made to determine if any relative dis-
placement between the sprung mass and the rear axle occured
during the calibration tests. However, several road
tests were made where relative displacements of the rear
axle relative to the truck bed were recorded. i'he experi-
mental results would correspond to the displacement of Kg^
and B, in Figures 34 and 35- jome typical results of these
tests are shown in Figure 36. At 20 mph there was virtually
no relative displacement, while at higher speeds relative
displacements were recorded. rhe peak at the left of each
record is the result of passing over a one inch pipe used
as an event marker. .
An interesting effect was noted durin: the calibration
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static force would change under each dual tire. The force
under the inner tire would increase while the force under
the outer tire would decrease, figure 57 illustrates these
observations for the right rear set of duals. The force
change is due to several causes, rhe reason that the inner
tire force increases and the outer tire force decreases is
due to the relative angle between the rear axle and the
bottom of the two tires. Ihis is the angle @
l
in the
Figures 34- and 35- Apparent in Figure 37 is the fact that,
as the beam is lifted, there is a net increase in force at
the right rear corner of the vehicle. This results from
the resistance offered by the other springs at the other
corners of the vehicle, rhere is a further effect that
would tend to cause a net reduction of the total force
transmitted by the tire, that is, as the truck is tilted
in the e
1
direction the center of gravity will lie slightly
closer to the left side than to the right, similar to an
inverted pendulum. A change in force due to the latter
two reasons has been observed when testing automobiles. An
attempt was made to experimentally measure the total force
distribution amon^ the rig.it and left rear duals for var-
ious truck dispositions, but due to instrumentation diffi-
culties and time limitations, the exact total force beneath
each tire was not determined.
For purposes of comparison, the frequency response curves
















BOTH DUALS ON THE RIGHT REAR <*ERE
LIFTED 10 THE SAME HEIGHT
ALL OTHER TIRES fERE AT ZERO
J
DISPLACEMENT
FIGURE 37 CHANGE IN STATIC LOAD UNDER TIRE3 FOR STATIC
CHANGES Hi DISPLACEMENT
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shown in Figure 38. The automobile had a gross vehicle
weight of 44-00 lbs and the tires were inflated to 30 psi.
The automobile F/X characteristic shown is the result of a
transient test where displacement and force were recorded at
the right front tire when the right front tire was subjected
to a .17 inch drop on a calibrator similar to that shown in
Figure 13. I'he small trucic had a gross vehicle weight of
7300 lbs and the tire inflation pressur-e was 45 psi. ±ne
F/X characteristic shown is for a .5 inch drop displacement
of tiie right rear dual tires and the force under the outer
right rear tire. Dhe results for the test trucic are from
the .036 ir.ch drop test. Ihe F/X characteristic is for the
outer right rear dual. Che peaks in the characteristics at
17 cps for the 7300 j.V. .". and the automobile correspond to
the wheel hop raodes.
oi.ice the 26000 J.V. ,. truck used in this investiga-
tion was on loan from the Indiana State Highway Commission,
the time that it was available for testing was limited.
j?or this reason, the major effort of the investigation wa
directed toward developing the pressure measuring systems
and conducting road tests with the Stresses and Jeflections
Group. Consequently, there was little time available to
investigate the vehicle suspension system. Information ob-
tained pertaining to the trucic suspension system was mainly
in the form of F/P ana F/X calibration records. rhe load
























VEHICLE USED IN THIS INVESTIGATION
26000 LBS G.V.W. RIGHT REAR OUTER
SMALL STAKE TRUCK
I 7800 L33 G.V.W. RIGHT REAR OUTER
AUTOMOBILE











ith this limited information, it is difficult to
choose an experimental characteristic that will best de-
scribe the truck. If nonlinear theory were to be used to
predict the dynamic forces from highway elevation measure-
ments, a more detailed study of the suspension system is in
order, however, if linear theory is to be employed for an
approximate prediction of the dynamic tire forces from ele-
vation measurements, it appears from the results shown in
Figure 36 and 23 that for low speeds the calibration results
from the .036 inch drop tests would provide the best infor-
mation about the truck that is experimentally available.
?or the higher speeds, the truck becomes more nonlinear and
the results of the .O'iS inch drop tests would be expected
to be less accurate.
Since both the vehicle suspension system and the
pressure measuring systems were calibrated when the vehicle
was parked, the question arises as to the effect that
vehicle speed has on the F/X and F/P calibration. The tire
tread has mass and hence the pressure measuring system per-
formance would depend on the wheel rotation speed. Phis
problem is beyond the experimental facilities that are
currently available. Other possible problems of the pres-
sure measuring system that may not be detected during the
calibration are : ( 1 ) eccentricity of the tire or wheel
assembly, (2) mechanical vibrations of tie pressure tubiw
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(3) a rock in the tire tread, however, the exi stance of any
of these problems may sometimes be found from a power spec-
trum analysis of the actual road test records.
The velocity dependence of the dynamic force exerted
on the pavement by the truck is an important problem that
must be considered in detail. Experimental facilities are
not available to thoroughly investigate this problem. This
problem will be discussed with reference to a mathematical
model of the vehicle suspension system. The model shovm in
Figures 34 and 35 could be used except that the numerical
values of 34 parameters are required. The values of only six
of t.'iese parameters were determined durin ; the time that
the truck was available. Because of the extended nature of
the corresponding equations of motion, they are not listed.
Substantial simplification can be realized if the assumption
Is made that the leaf springs in the suspension system do
not deflect. This assumption is justified for low vehicle
speeds by the results of Figure 36. The assumption com-
pletely i -mores the possibility of the axle hop mode, but
road test records indicate that this mode is not usually
excited at any speed. The primary effect of the leaf springs
would be to produce a smaller effective spring constant at
each corner of the vehicle. The model based on this assump-
tion is Bhown in figure 39.
For this model, knowledge of 10 parameters is needed.
Of these, six are known. Approximate values of the other
33
K: TIRE SPRING CONSTANT (lB/IS)
C: TIRE DAMPING CONSTANT (LB-SEC/lN)
Ii, I2J MASS MOMENTS OP INERTIA (LB-IN-SEC^)
M: VEHICLE MASS (LB-SEC 2/IN)
Z: VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT OP CG (IN)
X 1f X2 , X3, X4: VERTICAL TIRE DISPLACEMENT (U)
V: VEHICLE VELOCITY IN w DIRECTION (IN/SEC)
FIGURE 39 3 DEGREE OP FREEDOM MODEL OF A TRUCK
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four constants were obtained from references (4) (20).
In Figure 39 the wyz axis is fixed to the center of gravity,
The equations of motion are similar to those in reference
(21). There is a small difference between these equations
and those derived in reference (22). For small deflections
about the static equilibrium position, the equations of
motion are
:
&Z + 6C2 + 6KZ + 20 (23 - A)62 + 2K(23 - A)©2
= KX
]
+ GX] + KX2 + 0*2 + 2KX3 + 2C^3 + 2KM + 2G^4 ( 1 ?)
Ii9i + 0(t| + T§ + I?)9i + K(t| + if + 1^)9]
2 2 "
-T pICX 1 - TpCXj + TpKX2 + TpGX2 - IrK*3 - r ioi3
+ T2KX4 + TR0X4 (18)








)©2 + 2C( 2 ^ - A)Z
+ 2X(23 - A)Z = - AKX. - A0X
t
- *AKXp - ACX2
+ 2BKX3 + 2BOX3 + 2BKX4 + 2B0X4 (19)
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The dynamic forces exerted at the ri^ht rear inner
and outer wheels are
:
Ft = K X4 - Z - B92 - J_(T; - T.-iOej
2 "
+ C X4 - Z - 392 - I(TR - Tm)e<
2
(20)
Pn = K X^ - Z - 392 - i(Ta + T T )9 1
+ C X4 - Z - B92 - 1_(Ta + Tj)e 1 (21)
Two methods are available for checking the accuracy of
this model. One is to determine the tire force from equa-
tions 17-21 when X, , X
2 ,
and X, are zero and X. is the tire
displacement recorded during an experimental calibration
test. Tne initial conditions for this orocedure are:
6,(0) = T RX4 (0)













A comparison is shown in Figure 40 of the force-time
relationship computed from the model for the .036 inch drop
input and the corresponding experimental values.
The other way to check the model, which would be
equivalent to the first method if the truck were linear,
is to compare the analytical frequency response of the model
with the experimental frequency response of the truck. This
comparison is made in Figure 41 with the .036 inch drop test
results. e'rom Figures 40 and 41 it is evident that the ana-
lytical transient response and frequency response do not
exactly duplicate the experimental results although they
are of a similar character. It does appear that the theo-
retical frequency response does agree with the results of
the .036 inch drop in some regions as well as do those of
experiments conducted usinj larger drop heights.
Although the model does not exactly represent the real
system, it does approximate it closely enough so that some
general conclusions may be reached concerning the vehicle
velocity relationships. It is assumed that both the inner
and outer rear dual wheels experience the same input. It
is further assumed that when the input of a front tire is
considered, the wheel path of the front tire is the same
as the common rear wheel path.
The way that velocity enters into the vehicle re-
sponse is the time lag involved for the rear tires to
experience an input after the front tires have experienced
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FIGURE 41 COMPARISON OF THE MODEL FREQUENCY RESPONSE
WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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thetical example. Assume that tvro equal amplitude sinusoidal
roadways are available--one with wave lengths 20 feet long
and the other with wave lengths 10 feet lonr. Consider the
excitation of a vehicle with a 10 foot .fheelbase as it tra-
verses either of these two roadways. .Then the vehicle tra-
verses the road with the 20 foot ".rave lengths at a speed of
20 feet per second, it experiences a one cycle per second in-
put, however, since the road wave length is twice the wheel
base, the front wheels are exactly out of phase with the
rear wheels, and the net result is a pure pitching input to
the vehicle. ,,'hen this same vehicle traverses the roadway
with the 10 foot wave lengths at a speed of 10 feet per
second, it still will experience an input of one cycle per
second. On this pavement, since the road wave length is
equal to the wheel base, the front and rear tires will be
identically in phase and the net result is a pure vertical
mode input to the vehicle. The vehicle would not be expect-
ed to respond to these two different types of inputs in the
same manner.
.aese observations may be further studied by consider-
ing three cases involving the model and the appropriate in-
puts. These particular situations were chosen because they
represent various assumptions that have been found in the
literature. The various frequency response relationships
are given in Appendix 1 . The variable of interest will be
"the Fj/X^ frequency response where Pj is the force under
90
the ri~nt rear inner dual and X. Is the displacement of the
right rear duals. requency is the product of the vehicle
velocity and the reciprocal of the pavement wave length.
Case I illustrates the assumption that the vehicle
derives excitation from only one input, that being the dis-
placement of the right rear dual tires. The other tires are
implicitly assumed to be held at the zero level. The left
tires and the right front tire are thus riling on a level
track while the right rear dual tires are riding on a sinus-
oidal track. Since there is only one input for this case,
there are no time lags. Thus the frequency response "ulll
not depend on vehicle velocity.
The frequency response curve for Case I together with
an illustration of the vehicle excitation are shown in
Figure 42. Frequency response curves obtained experi-
mentally on the drop beam calibrator would correspond to
this curve. Only the low frequency portion of the curve is
shown since this curve shows the important low frequency
resonances. These resonances will account for most of the
dynamic forces when the vehicle is operated on the highway.
As frequency increases the vehicle body is essentially
motionless and the Fj/.-I, relationship is merely the tire
spring constant. However, because of the tire damping, as




PI SUAE 42 Pj/X4 FREQUENCY RESPONSE 'CURVES POR 0A3E I
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At zero frequency the nonzero value of F
T
/X. is the
result of a force being necessary to move the mass from the
static equilibrium position. This point is partially ver-
ified by Figure 37 where the experimental value of the
static value of Fj/X^ appears to be 300 lbs/in instead of
the value of 1300 lbs/in as given for the model, iiote that
no account was made in the model for the center of gravity
shift because of tilting. This would tend to make the zero
frequency value of F
T
/X, smaller. An automobile would also
exhibit a nonzero F/X characteristic at zero frequency.
An important point here, and it applies to passenger
cars as well as the truck, is that when the assumption is
made that there is only one input it is implicitly assumed
that the other tires are held at zero level. If an eleva-
tion profile is used as an input to one set of tires, mis-
leading results may be obtained if there is a grade or a
hill in the input data. The input wheel would follow the
hill or grade and the other three inputs would remain at
the zero level. Thus if this point is not recognized it
would be possible to unknowingly have mathematical situa-
tions that would correspond to some unrealistic situation
such as the input wheels at a 2 foot elevation while the
other tires were at zero elevation. Very large forces
would then be predicted incorrectly.
Some investigators have assumed a Case I situation
for an automobile by reasoning from the following experi-
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mental results for a vehicle that was not moving: ifhen the
Input displacement is applied to one wheel and the dynamic
force is measured at another wheel, the results are very
small when compared to the results obtained when the input
and output are at the same wheel. Thus they conclude that
by neglecting the inputs at the other wheels, the final
results will only change by a small amount. In actuality,
by neglecting the other wheels they could impose an arti-
ficial condition that could alter the results when a grade
or hill is present in the elevation data.
Case II was not found to be used by any investigators
in the literature but it is a logical extension of Case I.
The situation is that two displacement inputs are consider-
ed, one for the right front and tie other for the eight rear
dual tires. T:ie truck excitation and the frequency response
curves for various speeds are given in . igure 43. The left
wheels of the truck are traveling on a level track and the
right wheels are on a sinusoidal track.
Since t.iere are two inputs, velocity will alter the fre-
quency response because of the time required for the distur-
bance to reach the rear wheels after reaching t:ie front
..'heels. The frequency response at zero frequency, i.e. when
the right front and rear tires are lowered «or raised the same
amount, takes a nonzero value because the vehicle has dual tires














FIGURE 43 P1/X4 FREQUENCY RESPONSE CURVES FOR CASE II
AT VARIOUS SPEEDS
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outer right rear duals will change because of the relative
angle, 9
1
in Figure 39, between the truck and the ground.
For an automobile, the zero value ordinate would be zero
if a similar model were used. However, the fact that • the
center of gravity shifts when the vehicle is tilted has not
been accounted for in the model. In the actual vehicle,
there will be a change in the static force due to the cen-
ter of gravity shift as the vehicle is tilted.
Note that the frequency response magnitude at zero
frequency for Case II is smaller than Case I. Ihis is be-
cause the right front tire no longer is fixed. The high
frequency region would be similar to Case I. Note, however,
that the resonant peaks are higher for Case II than for
Case I: at low speeds.
Case III illustrates the assumption that all tires
receive inputs, and tne roadway is identical in the right
and left wheel paths. Phis assumption was used in ref-
erence 23. The frequency response and truck excitation
are shown in Figure 44. Note that the zero frequency
ordinate is zero since there are no springs to resist wnen
a displacement is simultaneously applied to all wheels. A.
passenger car would respond similarly at low frequencies.
The high frequency portion is similar to Case I and II.
The resonant peaks are higher for this case than the other
cases. Also there are only two prominant peaks since the



































FIGURE 44 Fj/X4 FREQUENCY RESPONSE CURVES FOR CASE III
AT VARIOUS SPEEDS
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A Case IV could be discussed where one frequency sine
wave would be applied to one side and another frequency to
the opposite side, but the results would not be such as to
be easily presented and hence will not be discussed. In-
formation about both wheel paths would be required.
98
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OP aiGOAY TESTS
The primary objective of this investigation was to meas-
ure the dynamic tire forces that a large vehicle exerted on
the pavement during highway tests conducted jointly with
the Stresses and Deflections Group of the Civil Engineering
School. The pressure measuring systems were developed for
this purpose. The force records obtained during these tests
were used by the Stresses and Deflections Group as pavement
loading information.
The highway tests were made with the test vehicle in
the same condition as when the pressure measuring systems
were calibrated. During these tests, the tire pressure in
the inner and outer left rear dual tires was recorded as
the truck traversed a region near a test point in the pave-
ment. The truck driver maintained a given constant speed
in the region near the test point. As the truck passed
over this region, the Stresses and Deflections Group meas-
ured, among other things, seismic accelerations at various
depths in the pavement and sub base.
In order to locate the test section on the pressure
records, one inch pipes were placed across the left wheel
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path at equal distances before and after the test point.
These pipes produced characteristic impulses in the pressure
records that were easily distinguishable from variations in
the pressure caused by the normal road profile. The
Stresses and Deflections Group used strip switches to
activate an event marker on their oscillograph. These
switches were usually placed in the left wheel path at equal
distances before and after the test point and were activated
when the truck passed over the switch. This switch would
also produce a small characteristic pulse in the pressure
record that was distinguishable in most of the records.
Tuese pulses were used to correlate the time base for the
truck pressure records with the records obtained by the
Stresses and Deflections Group.
At the start of each run, the truck was stopped and
the tire pressure systems allowed to come to equilibrium.
The output of the pressure instrumentation was balanced to
a zero position. The truck would then accelerate to the
given speed for the run and pass over the test section.
After tne truck had moved away from the initial position,
the relative elevation of the initial contact point of each
of the six tires was measured with a rod and level. It was
intended to later place the truck in a similar disposition
on the calibrator to determine the static value of the
force at each of the left rear dual tires. In this way,
the dynamic forces could be added to the initial static
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force to obtain the total force. Because of time limita-
tions and instrumentation difficulties these static tests
were not performed. The static force under each tire of
the rear axle was therefore assumed to be 4500 lbs.
Particular attention was .jiven to this last detail
because the vehicle did not use the normal wheel paths
luring the highway tests. The test point was located
approximately 1 1 inches to tae left of the pavement center
line and in order for the left rear dual tires to be cen-
tered over the test point, the left wheels had to assume
wheel paths in the left lane. .lien the left rear dual
tires were centered over the test point, the left rear
inner dual tire was almost on the crown of the road, and
consequently, the left outer dual, spaced 12 inches to the
left, was on a wheel path at a lower elevation than the
inner tire wheel path. Thus for this condition the static
load was larger on the inner tire and, as shown in Figure 45,
the dynamic forces were also larger. These records are for
various speeds and for the left rear whe,el paths centered
about the test point. The large forces near the test point
are the result of a depression in the road caused from the
installation of the instrumentation in the road. Figure 46
illustrates the force records at the same speeds but for
wheel paths centered approximately 1 1 inches to the right
of the test point. For these wheel paths, the static
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on either side of the crown. It is interesting to note
that the road profile near the test point appears to excite
larger dynamic forces at the lowest speed rather than at a
nigh speed.
Some typical combined results of the highway tests are
given in Figure 4-7. The vehicle speed was 20 mpa and the
left rear wheel paths centered about the test point. In
the upper portion of the figure, the total force of the inner
and outer tire are shown as a function of the distance of
the rear axle from the test point. In the lower portion,
the results obtained by the Stresses and Deflections droup
are illustrated. Tae curve shows the displacement of the
pavement surface at the test point also as a function of
distance of the rear axle from the test point.
The dynamic force records that are shown are typical
of the highway test results. The records have been con-
verted from the dynamic pressure records. The force re-
cords that were obtained during these tests were plotted,
printed and punched on IBM cards. There ..ere 131 sets of
these records and, are now on file with the Stresses and
Deflections 3-roup.
The Vehicle Dynamic 3-roup was primarily concerned
with the problems involved in making these records and
developing data processing procedures to convert the
pressure records to force records.
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FIGURE 47 TIRE FORCES AND PAY DEFLECTION
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of t'ae ti.-e pressure records to tire force records. One
method involves the use of the impulse response of the
pressure system and the convolution integral. If it were
possible to subject the tire to a force impulse, the resul-
tant pressure transient w(t) would be called the impulse
response. If the system were linear, the pressure response
p(t) to any 3eneral force excitation f(t) would be ^iven by
00
p(t) = f w(T)f(t -T)dt (25)
The application of this technique to the present problem
would require the solution of Equation 25 for f(t). This
would not be an easy task.
[iowever, by assuming f(t) ana p(t) have the Fourier
transforms P(f) and 1(f) respectively, Equation 25 may be
transformed to
P(f) = Y(f)F(f) (26)
..ere Y(f) is the frequency response of the pressure sys-
tem, or in terms of the F/P frequency response obtained
from the calibration tests
- [H<F(f) = F/x1(f) P(f) (27)
Thus an expression for the Fourier transform for the force
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record F(f) has a relatively simple character. In order
to take a Fourier transform of p(t), the integral
-00
must exist. The pressure records obtained from the road
tests do meet this criterion since the truck started from
rest and stopped after it passed through the test region.
However, the runs were each several minutes long, and since
there were 131 runs, this technique was judged not feasible
because of the staggering amount of data required and data
processing errors associated with such long records.
In order to bring the data processing procedure into
reasonable bounds, an alternate procedure was used for the
work with the otresses and Deflections Group. A Fourier
sine series was made of a portion of the pressure records
that included the section near the test point. Ihe compo-
nents of this series were multiplied by the proper value of
the magnitude of the F/P frequency response and the in-
dividual sine waves were shifted by a phase determined from
the phase angle of the F/P frequency response.
In general, as more terms of the Fourier series are
•used, the series will more closely approximate the true
function. ..owever, finding the Fourier coefficients
requires numerical evaluation of the following integrals:
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"bn
= 2 p(t)3lnim.t dt (28)
n = 1 ,2,3,
T = length of record containing the test section
These integrals are subject to the same data processing
errors as were discussed in Chapter II. Only a finite
number of these terms in the Fourier series will most
accurately represent the pressure wave because of the
various processing errors.
Since there are many records to be processed, the
pressure values were read at a relatively large time spacing
when compared to the calibration record reading discussed in
Chapter III. The Nyquist frequency, the maximum resolvable
frequency, is fixed by the time spacing selected to repre-
sent the record. The time spacing selection was based on
(a) accuracy required to resolve the experimental record,
and (b) the economy of reading the records. Thus the Nyquist
frequency was limited to a relatively lower value for these
tests. There was then some frequency content above the
Nyquist frequency and hence a small amount of aliasing was
to be expected.
Simpson's rule was used to perform the numerical inte-
gration, so the associated distortion was also expected.
For an illustration of these effects, a typical pressure
1 03
record is illustrated in Figure 43a. It is desirable that
the Fourier sine series representation should be identical
•to this original pressure record. Shown in Figure 43b is
the Fourier sine series approximation of the pressure record
that was made up of each sine component up to one-half of
the Nyquist frequency. It is apparent that the sharp peaks
in the original record have been filtered out by truncating
the series, but the overall reproduction is good. The
effect of increasing the number of components is illustrated
in Figure 43c, where frequencies up to the Nyquist frequency
are used. The data processing errors introduce an erroneous
oscillation into the record. These results are typical of
the records that were processed in this fashion. Trie
optimum number of terms to use in the series representation
of the pressure record has not been resolved.
Another condition must be considered when selecting
the maximum frequency. That is, the F/P calibration
results tend to become inaccurate as frequency increases
(Figure 20).
Based on these considerations, in all calculations for
the Stresses and Deflections Group, the limiting frequency
of the Fourier sine series representation of tae pressure
record was taken as one-half of the Nyquist frequency.
3ecause of the relatively flat F/P frequency re-
sponse, an estimate of the dynamic force can also be





































the pressure record by a suitably selected constant as pre-
viously discussed in Chapter III. Figure 49 is a comparison
of the tire force obtained by using this method with the tire
force obtained when the tire pressure record is resolved v
into frequency components. The vehicle speed is 40 mph.
The force record obtained by simply multiplying the pressure
record by a constant appears to lag the other record be-
cause of the lead characteristic of the F/P frequency
response. The reason that the outer dynamic tire force is
less than the inner tire force is because the inner tire
was riding on the crown. The time lag may be easily
accounted for by c.ioice of the time origin.
There is no large difference in the magnitudes obtain-
ed by either of these two methods. Since the technique of
converting to force records by Fourier methods allows the
possibility of a varying frequency response, it should give
the better results.
I:;e Impulses caused by the one inch pipes are apparent
in the original pressure record in Figure 43a. Lack of
pressure transients is a further indication that the fre-
quency response is flat and that multiplication by a con-
stant will give valid results.
Illustrated in Figure 50 are some comparative results
of the total tire force of an automobile and the test truck.
The truck results are for the right rear inner dual tire






































































FIGURE 50 COMPARISON OP THE TOTAL FORCE 0? AN
AUTOMOBILE AND THE TEST T.iUCK
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vehicles were operated over the same section of pavement at
40 mph, but the record for the truck was made about one year
after the record "as made for the car.
Another interesting comparison is shown in Figure 51
where the dynamic force is expressed as a percentage of the
static load for an automobile and the test truck. This
plot was made from the same data used to make Figure 50.
This comparison appears to indicate that the dynamic forces
of an automobile and a truck are about the same percentage


















FIGURE 51 COMPARISON 0? THE AUTOMOBILE AND TRUCK
DYNAMIC TIRE FORCES EXPRESSED A3 A
PERCENTAGE OP THE STATIC ./HEEL LOAD
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3HAPTJBH V
MEASUR1 2 kWJ PREDICTION 0? ?0RGZ POWER SPECTRA
A statistical method will now be considered for de-
scribing; the highway profile and the dynamic tire forces.
The statistical characteristic of interest is the power
spectrum of the quantity in question.
The method of 31aclcman and Tuicey^ was used to calcu-
late the required spectra for this investigation. For
the complete details of this method, the reader is
referred to the original reference. One attractive fea-
ture of this method is that an approximate confidence
interval may be associated with the spectral estimates.
The principle steps of t:ie method as used in this investi-
gation are as follows:
The first step is to preprocess the data in order to
remove a nonzero mean value and undesirable low frequency
components. If the data have a nonzero mean and large
amounts of power concentrated at the low frequencies, the
autocovariance function will not approach zero rapidly, a
primary requisite when using spectral techniques. The
next step is to calculate the autocovariance function from
the preprocessed data. This function is calculated for lags
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of lengths that are increment multiples of the data spacing.
The third step is to calculate the Fourier transform
of the autocovariance function to form a first estimate of
tie power spectrum. These estimates may be further refined
by convolution with an appropriate function. The expected
value of each of these refined estimates is the average-
over-frequency value of the true power spectrum of the
process. The area under this curve is an estimate of the
mean square value of the process.
Since equi-spaced discrete data are used, the spectral
estimates are vulnerable to aliasing. Trapezoidal rule
integration is used for the numerical calculation of the
Fourier transform. This procedure is subject to the dis-
tortion as illustrated in Figure 9.
If the true spectrum is approximately flat or "white",
a confidence interval may be assigned to these refined
spectral estimates by treating them as if they followed a
2 9
Chi-square distribution CjCjj-) with > degrees of freedom .
A Chi-square random variable will become less variable as
the number of degrees of freedom k increases. The equiva-
lent numoer of degrees of freedom, which is a convenient
indication of the statistical stability of the spectral
estimates, is given by




..' = number of data values
oi = number of lag values
p = number of Independent records that are combined
for the total data length.
The k for the zero frequency estimate and the highest
frequency estimate, which is the Nyquist frequency, is
one-half of the value given by Equation 29.
The confidence Interval assigned to the ratio of the
o
value of aTv random variable to the exuected value of the
random variable is illustrated in Figure 52. These curves
may be plotted from a cumulative Ohi -square distribution
table or from the tabulations in reference (9) . Use of the
curves is exemplified as follows. If a power spectrum
calculation was made from 1017 data values from a single
record using 50 lag values, the equivalent degrees of free-
dom would be k = 2(1017/50-1/3) = 40. By entering Figure 52
at k = 40, it is found that there is yd percent confidence
that the ratio of each estimate to the expected value of
the estimate will be between .73 and 1.. .
Since most real spectra are not white, tiie relation
given by Equation 29 should serve only as an upper limit.
If the spectrum consists of a single narrow peak, the equiva-
lent number of degrees of freedom are approximately two
(reference 9. page 24).
1 18
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As shown in Equation 29, the statistical quality of the
spectral estimates increases when fewer la_;s m are taken.
However, as m decreases, the frequency resolution of the
spectrum decreases since there will be m+1 spectral esti-
mates equally spaced between and the 2,'yquist frequency.
Thus the choice of m will be a compromise between frequency
resolution and statistical quality.
For two degrees of freedom associated with a single
narrow peak, Figure 52 indicates that poor results will be
obtained. The best results are obtained when the power
spectrum is white. This situation can sometimes be
realized by subjecting the data to several preprocessing
operations that remove every spectral peak before the
power spectrum is calculated. This is called "prewhiten-
ing" the data. After the power spectrum is calculated,
the filtering effect of the preprocessing may be divided
out of trie power spectrum. This is called "recoloring".
Reference (10) gives examples of this process. However,
in this investigation prewhitening greatly increases tae
computation effort and affects the results only slightly.
A power spectrum furnishes statistical information
in the frequency domain. Spectral theory and linear sys-
tem analysis can be combined to form very convenient
relationships. An important result that is derived in
reference (24) deals with the response of a linear time-
invariant single input system having a stationary random
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process as input. If the power spectrum of the inpui. is
f) and the frequency response of the system is JT(f), the
spectrum of the outout is
P
y
(f) = r(f) "P,.(f) (30)
Equation 30 can be used to predict a power spectrum of
the dynamic forces exerted by the vehicle on the pavement.
As was discussed in Chapter III, the conditions accompany-
ing the equation are only approximately true for the truck
used for this investigation and thus trie predicted results
must be viewed as estimates.
In addition, there are problems associated with the
calculation of elevation power spectra. There are numerous
articles that give the results of calculations of elevation
powe.' -pectra for pavements, but the relationship between
these calculations and other commonly used criteria of
pavement condition has not yet been completely establisned.
Until it has been snown that the elevation power spectrum
correlates highly with other criteria of pavement condition,
there exists the possibility of error when using the eleva-
tion power spectrum as a pavement characteristic. Purtrer
research in this area is described in reference (23).
An elevation power spectrum is a geometric statistical
.:
-acteristic of the pavement that indicates the distribu-
tion of the mean square value of deviations of the elevation
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measurements over a distance based frequency. The dimen-
sions of frequency are cycles per foot (CPF) and the mag-
nitude of the spectrum -has the units of feet squared per
2
cycle per foot (FT /CPF). rhis spectrum may be converted
to a time based spectrum for any vehicle velocity.
.e reason that reliable results are difficult to
obtain when calculating an elevation power spectrum is
that the amplitudes associated with hills and valleys are
very large when compared to the shorter wave length compo-
nents which are of more consequence to the vehicle suspen-
sion system performance. Consequently, there is an
:tremely large peak in the elevation power spectrum near
zero frequency that will distort many of the other spectral
estimates. An equivalent indication of this distortion for
a narrow spike is given by bhe reduction to approximately
two, of the equivalent Chi-square number of degrees of
freedom of the spectral estimates.
A common procedure that is used for dealing with this
situation is to prewhiten the data. Je Vries ° discusses
in detail several variations of this procedure. A tech-
nique suggested in this reference was chosen for use in
..is Investigation. The technique is to preprocess the
lata by dividing the record of the elevation profile into
several subsections, find a least squares best fit second
order curve for the data in each separate subsection, and
then use the deviations of the data values from the curve
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to calculate tie elevation power spectrum. These deviations
are illustrated in the upper part of Figure 53. This tech-
nique will filter out the longer wave lengths In the eleva-
tion profile lata as indicated by the power filtering char-
acter associate! with this procedure in the lower part of
Figure 53. The power filtering characteristic is the square
of the magnitude of the associated frequency response for
this data preprocessing technique. e 100 foot base
line was used for the calculation of the elevation power
spectra.
Normally, this characteristic would be divided out of
the spectrum after the elevation power spectrum '.."as cal-
culated (recolored), but since a similar filtering pro-
cedure will automatically occur with the measured force
data due to the equalization restriction of the pressure
measuring system, this additional step was not taken for
this investigation. Furthermore, the pavement must be
divided into relatively short sections, so that the assump-
tion that the vehicle derives the input from only one wheel
may be used.
.-en interpreting these resulting elevation power
spectra, it is necessary to recognize several point...
first is that the low frequencies (long wave len hs) will
be removed and the spectra will only represent the higher
frequencies. A second point is that a pseudo-pea,: will
occur in the spectra near the break point of the data pre-
processing filter. rhls peak is the result of combinl
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the sharp low frequency cut-off of the data preprocessing
filter (Figure 53) and the rapidly decreasing elevation
power spectrum. The true elevation spectrum magnitude
should be very large at zero frequency because of the. hills
and valleys and then decrease as frequency increases. The
third point is that the statistical quality of tue estimates
of the calculated power spectra will be better than if no
preprocessing were used. To Illustrate these points, an
elevation power spectrum was male for a 400 foot length of
pavement using the deviations from the mean of all the data
values to calculate the spectra. A spectrum was then made
with the same data usinj; the deviations from four second
order least squares base lines 100 feet long. The results
are shown in Figure 55- There are two degrees of freedom
associated with the estimates of the first technique and
2<k«=15«3 associated witb the second order base lines tech-
nique .
The section of pavement used to predict z.n& measure
the force power spectrum was on Indiana State Road 26
approximately three miles w_est of .Vest Lafayette, Indiana.
The pavement was of bituminous construction 21 feet wide.
The elevation profile was measured with a rod and level
at stations one. foot apart, 30 inches in from the south
;e of the southeast bound lane. [Phis section was sur-
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Phe elevation power spectra for the 1962 and 1964
survey are shown in Figure 55. The small difference be-
tween the two curves indicates that the characteristics for
this section were essentially unchanged after two years of
usage. The mean square deviation of the 1962 survey was .5
percent larger than that of the 1964 survey. This small
difference could possibly be due to the fact that the
measurements in the 1962 survey were made with a .005 foot
minimum elevation resolution while the 1964 survey was made
with a .001 foot minimum elevation resolution.
It is interesting to note the comparison of the mini-
mum resolution of the 1962 survey (.005 foot) to the mag-
nitude of the minimum drop height used for calibration
(.086 inch or .0072 foot). Another interesting comparison
is that this resolution is about twice the pavement surface
deflection indicated in Figure 47.
A predicted force spectrum was calculated for the
right rear inner tire at the speed of 27.0 fps (approxi-
mately 20 mph). Ihe experimental F/X characteristic from
the .036 incn. drop tests was used. For comparison, a pre-
dicted force power spectrum for the model described in
Chapter III, assuming that left and right wneel patbs were
identical, was also calculated. The predicted force power
spectrum for these two calculations are shown in Figure 56.
To illustrate the effect of speed upon the predicted
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FIGURE 56 PREDICTED FORCE POiER SPECTRA FOR TRUCK AND
MODEL OF TRUCK
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spectra at five different speeds calculated from the eleva-
tion power spectrum using the .671 inch drop P/X frequency
response characteristics for the right rear inner tire are
shown in Figure 57 and 53. It should be noted that the one
foot spacing of the elevation measurements limits the Nyquist
frequency to only 13.5 cps for the 27.0 fps (20 mph) calcula-
tion. The Nyquist frequency will increase with speed. Be-
cause of a larger frequency increment associated with the
higher speeds, some of the peaks in the frequency response
characteristic will fall between adjacent spactral estimates
and the associated curve between the spectral estimates
will appear to be attenuated. This effect is especially
apparent for the 73.7 fps (60 mph) curve at 5.5 cps.
Experimental tests were then conducted at the site
previously described to check the results of t.iese calcula-
tions. The Stresses and Deflections irouj did not partici-
pate in this series of tests. The tests were conducted in
a similar manner as described in Chapter IV. The truck
used the normal wneel paths for these tests and the inner
and outer right rear dual tires experienced forces of nearly
equal magnitude.
Tests were conducted at venicle speeds of approximate-
ly 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 mph. The truck was in the standard
condition as .iii.en calibrated. A series of tests were also
conducted at 40 mph with tire inflation pressures of 55» 65,
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The experienced force power spectra that were calcu-
lated from force records of t.ie right rear inner tire at
various speeds are shown in Figures 59 and 60. These
spectra were each calculated from 301 data values that
covered 6.06 seconds for a Nyquist frequency of 66 cps.
A second order base lines technique with a base line corres-
ponding to 100 feet of pavement was used for preprocessing.
Because the equalization restriction in the pressure system
acted as a high pass filter, this preprocessing had little
effect on the force spectra beyond the zero frequency
estimates. There are approximately 23.2 degrees of free-
dom associated with each power spectrum curve except for
the zero frequency values.
Note that the power is concentrated in one broad peak
between and 5 cps. This could be due to insufficient
frequency resolution since each of the three peaks in the
P/X frequency response had a width between half power points
of only .2 cps (see Figure 32). Another explanation would
be the possibility that only one mode was excited. It is
apparent from these experimental spectra that above 3 cps,
the curves are similar in that there is no definite trend
associated with a speed change. Absent from the records is
any indication that the wheel hop mode was excited. More
noteworthy, perhaps, is the fact that as the speed is
changed from 40 mph, the RMS force (the square root of the
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increased. Thus 40 mph is the vehicle speed (for speeds
ranging from 20 mph to 60 mph) for this particular section
of pavement for which minimum dynamic tire force exists.
For each of these tests, the truck passed over at
least two one inch pipe event markers. The corresponding
pressure pulses were faired out of the record when the data
was read.
Figure 61 was included to show the comparison of the
performance of an automobile and the truck. Inese spectra
were calculated from the same data that were used for
Figures 50 and 51 . At the automobile wheel hop frequency
(15 cps), the automobile spectral magnitude is only
slightly less than the value for the truck.
When calculating power spectra for the specific pur-
pose of comparing the measured force spectra with the pre-
dicted force spectra for the same section of pavement, more
importance was attached to the frequency resolution than to
the statistical stability of these two spectral estimates.
Thus these special purpose estimates were calculated using
a larger maximum lag value than for usual calculations
.
This results in lower quality estimates for both of tne true
power spectra. However, the statistical fluctuation in the
measured force power spectrum is not independent of the sta-
tistical fluctuations in tne elevation power spectrum.
Figure 62 illustrates the comparison of the predicted
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la ; was 30 percent of the total data length. The predicted
spectrum was calculated from an elevation spectrum using the
.0.6 drop P/X frequency response results. The peaks of the
predicted force power spectrum do not fall at the same fre-
quencies as trie experienced force spactrum. Further, the
predicted spectrum shows much larger ordinates than the
experienced force spectrum. The RMS force of the experienced
spectrum (the square root of the total area under the power
spectrum curve from zero to the Nyquist frequency) is
494 lbs and the RMS force of the predicted spectrum is
979 lbs.
Figure 63 facilitates the comparison between the experi-
mental results and the predicted results that were shown in
Figures 53, 59, 61 and 62. This figure illustrates the rela-
tionship between the vehicle speed and the RMS dynamic tire
force. The predicted point at approximately 20 mph is
expected to be in error because of the low hyquist frequency
of 13-5 cps as illustrated in Figure 57. The true value
should be greater than that illustrated.
±\\e RMS forces compare v. ell for 20 and 30 inph, but
differ by a factor of two at 40, 50, and 60 mph. The
predicted spectra do not show the minimum HMS force at
40 mph as exhibited by the experimental results, however,
as the speed increases above 40 mph, both curves increase
at approximately the same rate.
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study related variables. The effect of speed upon the
pressure measuring system could not be determined during
the calibration tests. Power spectra of the pressure
records for the right rear outer tire revealed an unexpect-
ed peak located away from the main single peak. Ihis peak
was not in the spectra of the right rear inner tire records
for 40, 50, and 60 mph. The results of these tests are
shown in Figures 64 and 65. The e,-: J:ra peak occurs at a
frequency that coincides with the wheel rotation speed
which indicates either an unbalance! or eccentric tire or
a malfunction in the pressure system. The effect of any of
these situations could not be duplicated with the calibra-
tion equipment. If the tire were out of balance, then the
record would be correct; but if there were a pressure sys-
tem malfunction, the results would not be correct.
To check the results for the left tires, a measured
force power spectrum was made for two typical nigh speed
runs. The results are shown in Figures 66 and 6?.
Relatively speaking, only a negligible amount of
additional power is observed at the wheel rotation fre-
quency for these tires. It is therefore evident that
virtually no extraneous effects are introduced by tire
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This investigation dealt with both the measurement and
the prediction of dynamic tire forces. The conclusions and
recommendations for each topic vrill be discussed separately.




The measurement of tire inflation pressure to
indicate the dynamic tire force is a satisfactory procedure
for large vehicles. For vehicles -with dual tires, it
offers the distinct advantage of indicating the inner and
outer dual tire dynamic tire forces independently.
2. The pressure measuring system did not show any
strong resonances fox1 the frequencies of interest.
3. A magnetic tape recorder for data recording vrould
be a major improvement over an oscillograph. The reduction
of oscillograpn records by hand is extremely costly in
money, time, and patience.
4. The possibility of converting the pressure record
to a force record on an analog computer should be investi-




5. "7hen the method of calibration by transient excita-
tion is used in the future, the data recording instrumenta-
tion should nave a larger full scale recording range in order
to improve the accuracy with which the -data can be read.- ...
6. Because of the trouble experienced with the right
rear outer tire, facilities for centering and balancing rear




The major inaccuracy in the determination of the
total tire force was the initial value of the static force.
It was assumed, after measurements were carefully made, that
the static force on each rear tire was 4500 lbs for all
tests.
2. The force values obtained by multiplying the
pressure records oj a properly determined constant offers
a substantial reduction in the calculations with only a
small reduction in accuracy.
3. The dynamic tire forces for the truck are as
great as the total force of one wheel of an automobile.
However, when the dynamic tire forces are expressed as a
percentage of the static load, the car and the truck
indicate results of a similar magnitude.
4. The P/X characteristic for an automobile at
approximately 1 3 cps has about the same magnitude as the
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truck characteristic at the same frequency. This is also
indicated by the fact that the magnitude of both force
power spectra are approximately equal at this frequency.
5. The test results did not indicate that a wheel hop
mode was excited for the truck.
Prediction of Dynamic l'ire forces
The predicted forces were generally much larger tnan the




The procedure for calculating the elevation power
spectrum should be improved. The spectrum is distorted by
the large peak at zero frequency.
2. A better method for describing the highway profile
is needed. This method should reject the long wave lengths
that are not significant as far as vehicle excitation is
concerned.
3. The assumption that the vehicle derives the input
from only one wheel should receive further study.
4. The multiple peaks in the predicted force power
spectra are not indicated in the experimental results for
the truck. This is probably the result of the fact that
there was Insufficient frequency resolution in the experi-
mental force power spectra.
5. Another procedure for the prediction of a force
143
power spectrum would be to subject a model of the vehicle
to a record of an elevation profile. A force power spec-
trum could then be calculated from the force output of the
model. Phis spectrum could then be compared with the
experimental force power spectrum. In this way, t.ie
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Theoretical Frequency Response Relationships for Model
In Figure 39
Equations 17, 18, and 19 describe the motions of the
three degrees of freedom model shown in Figure 39. The
following derivations of the three frequency response
relationships corresponding to Cases I, II, and III are
simplified when operator notation is used. Using the
operator p = d/dt, these equations are
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Equation 20 in operator form is








x4 2 -^-4 X4
(A. 9)
The ratios A. 4, A. 5, and A. 6 may then be substituted into
A. 9. The Case I frequency response may then be obtained by
replacing p by j2frf . A computer was used to calculate the
numerical values plotted in Figures 41 and 42.
The Case II frequency response (X2 and X4. inputs)
may be obtained in a similar fashion except that Xp is
no longer zero. X
2
is expressed in terms of X^ as
X2 (t) = X4 (t + T) (A. 10)
i5:
where
nr = a + 3 (A.i 1
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Thus for Oase II
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Substituting A. 13, A.14, and A. 15 into A. 9 and replacement
of p by j21Yf will produce the Case II frequency response.
The Case III frequency response (X
1
, X2 . X3, and X4
inputs) is also obtained in this manner. For this case,
however
,
A] (t)=X 2 (t)=X3(t+r)=X4(t+t) (A. 16)
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Substitution of Equations A. 17, A. 18, and A. 19 into A.
9
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